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Multidimensional Harmonic Retrieval via
Coupled Canonical Polyadic Decomposition
— Part I: Model and Identifiability
Mikael Sørensen and Lieven De Lathauwer, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—Multidimensional Harmonic Retrieval (MHR)
is a fundamental problem in signal processing. We make
a connection with coupled Canonical Polyadic Decompo-
sition (CPD), which allows us to better exploit the rich
MHR structure than existing approaches in the derivation
of uniqueness results. We discuss both deterministic and
generic conditions. We obtain a deterministic condition that
is both necessary and sufficient but which may be difficult to
check in practice. We derive mild deterministic relaxations
that are easy to verify. We also discuss the variant in which
the generators have unit norm. We narrow the transition zone
between generic uniqueness and generic non-uniqueness
to two values of the number of harmonics. We explain
differences with one-dimensional HR.
Index Terms—coupled canonical polyadic decomposition,
tensor, Vandermonde matrix, multidimensional harmonic
retrieval.
I. Introduction
During the past two decades Multidimensional Har-
monic Retrieval (MHR) has become an important prob-
lem in signal processing. MHR is a fundamental problem
that appears in a wide range of applications in tradi-
tional signal processing, such as radar, sonar, wireless
communication and channel sounding, see [32], [16],
[19], [24], [22], [23], [13], [37] and references therein.
The MHR structure can be due to Doppler effects, struc-
tured receive and/or transmit antenna arrays, sinusoidal
carriers, carrier frequency off-sets, and so on. Another
classical signal processing application of MHR is multi-
dimensional NMR spectroscopy (e.g. [21]). More recent
MHR applications in signal processing include sampling
of parametric nonbandlimited 2D signals [25], phase
retrieval of parametric 2D signals [31], phase retrieval
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of multidimensional spike models [2] and antenna array
design [26]. Thus, a better understanding of MHR will
also lead to more insights in a wide range of problems
in signal processing. There is also an increasing interest
in multiway signal processing (e.g., [4]), which further
motivates the study of multidimensional extensions of
classical problems, such as one-dimensional (1D) Har-
monic Retrieval (HR).
A link between MHR and the Canonical Polyadic
Decomposition (CPD) was established in [32]. Roughly
speaking, it was observed that MHR problems can be
addressed as Vandermonde constrained CPD (VDM-
CPD) problems. Based on the VDM-CPD, uniqueness
conditions and algebraic methods for MHR have been
developed in [32], [16], [24], [22], [23]. In fact, such VDM-
CPD approaches do not fully exploit the structure of the
MHR problem. More precisely, after a data preprocessing
step, the existing results in fact infer conclusions for
the MHR problem from one of the individual harmonic
structures. Hence, a tool that can simultaneously exploit
several harmonic structures is of interest.
The authors have recently extended the CPD modeling
framework to coupled models in [38], [41]. Coupled
matrix/tensor decompositions are basic tools for data
fusion, i.e., for the joint analysis of multiple related data
sets. Data fusion has important applications in telecom-
munication, biomedical signal processing, chemometrics,
bioinformatics, social network analysis, artificial intelli-
gence, etc., see [38], [41], [35], [34] and references therein.
In this paper, we present a link between MHR and
the coupled CPD modeling framework [38], [41]. Briefly,
as in classical ESPRIT [29], each harmonic structure
of the given MHR problem can be associated with a
low-rank CPD structure [32]. An interesting property
of the coupled CPD approach is that it allows one to
take several of the harmonic structures into account at
once. For this reason, coupled CPD leads to improved
uniqueness conditions. As we will explain, in some cases
we even obtain conditions that are both necessary and
sufficient and hence fully exploit the MHR structure.
In the companion paper [39], we discuss algorithmic
aspects and explain that the coupled CPD supports
multirate sampling. Part of this work appeared in the
conference paper [36].
Despite the conceivable use of coupled tensor de-
compositions for source separation, data compression
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and other related signal processing applications, coupled
CPD (and it variants) has so far received little attention
in the signal processing community. Thus, another goal
of this paper is to raise the awareness of the potential use
of coupled tensor decompositions. We use the timeless
and ubiquitous MHR problem as an illustrative example.
In the same way as the discovery of the link between
CPD and sensor array processing in [33] sparked the
interest in CPD-based signal processing, we expect that
the coupled CPD will find many relevant applications in
signal processing engineering.
The paper is organized as follows. The rest of the
introduction will present the notation used throughout
the paper. Section II reviews the necessary algebraic
prerequisites. In Section III we briefly discuss the con-
nection between 1D HR and CPD. Section IV presents
new uniqueness conditions for MHR. In particular, a link
between MHR and coupled CPD will be introduced that
in some cases fully exploit the MHR structure. Next,
in Section V we discuss and compare the outcomes
of Section IV with existing MHR identifiability results.
Section VI concludes the paper.
Notation: Vectors, matrices and tensors are denoted by
lower case boldface, upper case boldface and upper case
calligraphic letters, respectively. The modulus of a P C is
denoted by |a|. The rth column vector of A is denoted
by ar. The symbols b and d denote the Kronecker and
Khatri-Rao product, defined as
Ab B :“
»—– a11B a12B . . .a21B a22B . . .
...
...
. . .
fiffifl ,
Ad B :“ ra1 b b1 a2 b b2 . . . s ,
in which pAqmn “ amn. We denote the Kronecker
and Khatri-Rao products of N matrices tApnquNn“1 byÂN
n“1 A
pnq “ Ap1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ApNq and ÄNn“1 Apnq “ Ap1q d
¨ ¨ ¨ d ApNq, respectively. The symbol A ˚ B denotes the
Hadamard product, i.e., pA˚Bqi j “ ai jbi j and ˚Nn“1Apnq “
Ap1q ˚ Ap2q ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ApNq. The Cartesian product of N sets
tCInuNn“1 is denoted by C
N
nˆ“1
In “ CI1ˆ¨¨¨ˆIN . The outer
product of N vectors apnq P CIn is denoted by ap1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
apNq P CI1ˆI2ˆ¨¨¨ˆIN , such that pap1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b apNqqi1,i2,...,iN “
ap1qi1 a
p2q
i2
¨ ¨ ¨ apNqiN .
The conjugate, transpose, conjugate-transpose and
Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of the matrix A are de-
noted by A˚, AT, AH and A:, respectively. The number of
nonzero entries of a vector a is denoted by }a}0. From the
context it should be clear when i denotes the imaginary
unit number, i.e., i “ ?´1.
The identity matrix and all-zero vector are denoted
by IR P CRˆR and 0R P CR, respectively. The exchange
matrix with unit entries on the antidiagonal and zeros
elsewhere is denoted by JI P CIˆI.
Matlab index notation will be used for submatrices
of a given matrix. For example, Ap1:k,:) represents the
submatrix of A consisting of the rows from 1 to k of A.
Let A P CIˆJ, then A “ A p1 : I ´ 1, :q P CpI´1qˆJ and
A “ A p2 : I, :q P CpI´1qˆJ, i.e., A and A are obtained
by deleting the bottom and top row of A, respectively.
The vectorization of the matrix A P CIˆJ is denoted by
Vec pAq “ raT1 , aT2 , . . . , aTJ sT P CIJ. Dk pAq P CJˆJ denotes
the diagonal matrix holding row k of A P CIˆJ on its
diagonal.
The k-th compound matrix of A P CIˆR is denoted
by Ck pAq P CCkIˆCkR , where Ckm “ m!k!pm´kq! . It is the matrix
containing the determinants of all kˆk submatrices of A,
arranged with the submatrix index sets in lexicographic
order. See [14], [7] and references therein for a discussion
of compound matrices.
The k-rank of a matrix A is denoted by kA. It is equal
to the largest integer kA such that every subset of kA
columns of A is linearly independent.
II. Algebraic Foundations
A. Canonical Polyadic Decomposition (CPD)
Consider the third-order tensor X P CIˆJˆK. We say
that X is a rank-1 tensor if it is equal to the outer product
of some non-zero vectors a P CI, b P CJ and c P CK such
that xi jk “ aib jck. A Polyadic Decomposition (PD) is a
decomposition of X into rank-1 terms:
CIˆJˆK Q X “
Rÿ
r“1
ar b br b cr . (1)
The rank of a tensor X is equal to the minimal number
of rank-1 tensors that yield X in a linear combination.
Assume that the rank of X is R, then (1) is called the
CPD of X, i.e., a PD of X with a minimal number of
terms is a CPD. Let us stack the vectors taru, tbru and
tcru into the matrices A “ ra1, . . . , aRs, B “ rb1, . . . ,bRs
and C “ rc1, . . . , cRs. The matrices A, B and C will be
referred to as the factor matrices of the PD or CPD of X
in (1).
1) Matrix Representations: Consider the horizontal ma-
trix slice Xpi¨¨kq P CJˆK of X, defined by pXpi¨¨qq jk “
xi jk “ řRr“1 airb jrckr. The tensor X can be interpreted as a
collection of matrices Xp1¨¨q, . . . ,XpI¨¨q, yielding the slice-
wise representation of (1):
Xpi¨¨q “
Rÿ
r“1
airbrcTr “ BDi pAqCT. (2)
Stacking yields the classical matrix representation (e.g.,
[17], [18], [4]):
CIJˆK Q X :“
»—– X
p1¨¨q
...
XpI¨¨q
fiffifl “
»—– BD1 pAq...
BDI pAq
fiffiflCT “ pAd BqCT.
(3)
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2) Uniqueness: The rank-1 tensors in (1) can be arbi-
trarily permuted without changing the decomposition.
The vectors within the same rank-1 tensor can also be
arbitrarily scaled provided that the overall rank-1 term
remains the same. The CPD is said to be unique when
it is only subject to the mentioned indeterminacies. The
development of uniqueness conditions for the CPD has
been the subject of intensive investigation, see [7], [8] and
references therein. In this paper we assume that C in (3)
has full column rank (possibly after spatial smoothing
and/or FBA, see Section II-C).
For the case where C has full column rank, it was
observed in [44], [15] that a necessary and sufficient con-
dition for CPD uniqueness is that no linear combination
of the columns of A d B can be written as a vectorized
rank-1 matrix. This can be expressed more formally as
Rÿ
r“1
arbTr dr “ efT ñ }d}0 ď 1 , (4)
for some e P CI, f P CJ and d “ rd1, . . . , dRsT P CR. In
terms of compound matrices, the necessary and suffi-
cient condition (4) can be formulated as follows.
Theorem II.1. Consider the PD of X P CIˆJˆK in (1).
Assume that C has full column rank. The rank of X is R
and the CPD of X is unique if and only if [15], [7]:
pC2 pAq d C2 pBqqdp2q “ 0ñ }d}0 ď 1 , (5)
where dp2q “ rd1d2, d1d3, . . . , dR´1dRsT P CC2R . Generically1,
condition (5) is satisfied if and only if R ď pI´1qpJ´1q [44],
[3], [10].
The necessary and sufficient condition (5) can be hard
to check in practice. Observe that if C2 pAq d C2 pBq
in (5) has full column rank, then dp2q “ 0 and the
condition is immediately satisfied. This fact leads to the
following easy-to-check uniqueness condition, which is
only sufficient.
Theorem II.2. Consider the PD of X P CIˆJˆK in (1). If"
C has full column rank, (6a)
C2 pAq d C2 pBq has full column rank, (6b)
then the rank of X is R and the CPD of X is unique [15],
[6], [7]. Generically, conditions (6a) and (6b) are satisfied if
R ď K and 2RpR´ 1q ď IpI ´ 1qJpJ ´ 1q [6], [43].
Tightening the condition in Theorem II.1 to that in
Theorem II.2 has the additional advantage that the CPD
can be computed under conditions (6a) and (6b) by
means of linear algebra (low-rank matrix approximation
and EigenValue Decomposition (EVD)); the robustness
of the computation can be increased via Simultaneous
matrix Diagonalization (SD) techniques [6], [9].
1A generic property is a property that holds everywhere except
for a set of Lebesgue measure zero. In particular, a generic tensor
decomposition property is a property that holds with probability one if
the entries of the factor matrices are randomly drawn from continuous
distributions.
In the case where two factor matrices, say A and C,
have full column rank, Theorem II.2 simplifies to the
following. (It can be verified that if A has full column
rank and kB ě 2, then C2pAqdC2pBq also has full column
rank.)
Theorem II.3. Consider the PD of X in (1). Assume that A
and C have full column rank. The rank of X is R and the CPD
of X is unique if and only if kB ě 2 (e.g. [20]). Generically,
this is satisfied if R ď minpI,Kq and 2 ď J.
Furthermore, if the conditions stated in Theorem II.3
are satisfied, then the CPD of X follows directly from an
EVD (e.g. [20]). As a matter of fact, in the constructive
proof of Theorem II.2 the computation of the CPD is
reduced to a computation under the conditions in Theo-
rem II.3. This will be further discussed in the companion
paper [39].
B. Coupled CPD
We say that a collection of tensors Xpnq P CInˆJnˆK, n P
t1, . . . ,Nu, admits an R-term coupled PD if each tensor
Xpnq can be written as [38]:
Xpnq “
Rÿ
r“1
apnqr b b
pnq
r b cr , n P t1, . . . ,Nu, (7)
with factor matrices Apnq “
”
apnq1 , . . . , a
pnq
R
ı
, Bpnq “”
bpnq1 , . . . ,b
pnq
R
ı
and C “ rc1, . . . , cRs. We define the cou-
pled rank of tXpnqu as the minimal number of coupled
rank-1 tensors apnqr b b
pnq
r b cr that yield tXpnqu in a linear
combination. Assume that the coupled rank of tXpnqu is
R, then (7) will be called the coupled CPD of tXpnqu.
1) Matrix representation: The coupled (C)PD of tXpnqu
given by (7) has the following matrix representation
X “
»—– X
p1q
...
XpNq
fiffifl “
»—– A
p1q d Bp1q
...
ApNq d BpNq
fiffiflCT P CpřNn“1 In JnqˆK. (8)
2) Uniqueness: The coupled rank-1 tensors in (7) can
be arbitrarily permuted and the vectors within the same
coupled rank-1 tensor can be arbitrarily scaled provided
the overall coupled rank-1 term remains the same. We
say that the coupled CPD is unique when it is only
subject to these trivial indeterminacies. Uniqueness con-
ditions for the coupled CPD were derived in [38]. For the
case where C has full column rank, Theorem II.4 below
is an extension of Theorem II.1 to the coupled CPD case.
It will make use of the matrix
G “
»———–
C2
´
Ap1q
¯
d C2
´
Bp1q
¯
...
C2
´
ApNq
¯
d C2
´
BpNq
¯
fiffiffiffifl P CpřNn“1 C2In C2JnqˆC2R . (9)
Theorem II.4. Consider the coupled PD of Xpnq P CInˆJnˆK,
n P t1, . . . ,Nu in (7). Assume that C has full column rank.
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The coupled rank of tXpnqu is R and the coupled CPD of
tXpnqu is unique if and only if
Gdp2q “ 0ñ }d}0 ď 1 , (10)
where dp2q “ rd1d2, d1d2, . . . , dR´1dRsT P CC2R [38].
As in the ordinary CPD case, the necessary and suffi-
cient uniqueness condition (10) can be hard to check in
practice. Theorem II.5 extends the easy-to-check condi-
tion in Theorem II.2 to coupled CPD.
Theorem II.5. Consider the coupled PD of Xpnq P CInˆJnˆK,
n P t1, . . . ,Nu in (7). If"
C in (8) has full column rank, (11a)
G in (9) has full column rank, (11b)
then the coupled rank of tXpnqu is R and the coupled CPD of
tXpnqu is unique [38].
Comparing Theorem II.2 with Theorem II.5, we ob-
serve that the coupling in (7) leads to a more relaxed
uniqueness condition. As in ordinary CPD, under con-
ditions (11a) and (11b) the coupled CPD can also be
computed via a GEVD. This will be discussed in detail
in the companion paper [39].
In case at least one of the other factor matrices has
full column rank as well, we may use the following
Theorem II.6, which can be understood as an extension
of Theorem II.3 to coupled CPD.
Theorem II.6. Consider the coupled PD of tXpnqu in (7). If
there exists a subset S Ď t1, . . . ,Nu such that$’&’%
C has full column rank,
Apnq has full column rank, @n P S,
@r P t1, . . . ,Ru, @s P t1, . . . ,Ruzr, Dn P S : krbpnqr ,bpnqs s “ 2 ,
then the coupled rank of tXpnqu is R and the coupled CPD of
tXpnqu is unique [38].
Note that the cardinality of the chosen subset S allows
one to trade off full column rank in the first mode for
non-collinearity in the second mode.
C. Vandermonde matrices
The matrix A P CIˆR is called Vandermonde if
A “ ra1, . . . , aRs , ar “
“
1, zr, z2r , . . . , z
I´1
r
‰T
, (12)
where the scalars tzru are called the generators of A.
1) Shift-invariance: The key attribute of Vandermonde
matrices in the context of MHR is the shift-invariance
property ar “ ar ¨ zr. This property can be translated into
a rank-1 structure. Indeed, each column of„
A
A

“
„
a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aR
a1z1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aRzR

“
„
A
AD2pAq

“ Ap2q dA
(13)
is a vectorized rank-1 p2ˆpI´ 1qq Hankel matrix, where
Ap2q “ “ 1 ¨¨¨ 1z1 ¨¨¨ zR ‰ P C2ˆR. The relation between Vander-
monde and more general rank-1 matrices leads to the
concept of spatial smoothing.
2) Spatial smoothing: Using the property
zl`k´2 “ zl´1zk´1, the Vandermonde vector
a “ r1, z, z2, . . . , zI´1sT P CI can be mapped to the
rank-1 pLˆ Kq Hankel matrix Y:
Y “
»————–
a1 a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ aK
a2 a3
...
... aI´2 aI´1
aL ¨ ¨ ¨ aI´1 aI
fiffiffiffiffifl “ apLqapKqT, (14)
where K`L “ I`1 and where apKq “ r1 z z2 . . . zK´1sT P
CK and apLq “ r1 z z2 . . . zL´1sT P CL. The vectorized
version of Y admits the factorization y “ Vec pYq “ apKqb
apLq. This “splitting” of a Vandermonde vector has been
used in the context of signal processing since the eighties
and is sometimes called spatial smoothing (e.g., [30]).
The following paragraphs discuss two applications of
spatial smoothing that will be used in the paper.
a) Spatial smoothing to increase the system diversity:
Consider the factorization X “ ACT P CIˆM in which
A P CIˆR is a Vandermonde matrix and C P CMˆR. Using
zl`k´2r “ zl´1r zk´1r , spatial smoothing maps the matrix X
to the tensor Y P CLˆKˆM:
yl,k,m “ xk`l´1,m “
Rÿ
r“1
ak`l´1,rcm,r “
Rÿ
r“1
zl´1r zk´1r cm,r , (15)
where 1 ď k ď K and 1 ď l ď L are subject to K`L “ I`1.
Consider now the frontal matrix slices of Y, defined by
Y1 “ Yp:, :, 1q P CLˆK, . . . ,YM “ Yp:, :,Mq P CLˆK. Com-
paring (14) and (15) for fixed m P t1, . . . ,Mu, it becomes
clear that Y is a collection of stacked Hankel matrices,
each with factorization Ym “ řRr“1 apLqr apKqTr cmr, where
apKqr “ r1 zr z2r . . . zK´1r sT and apLqr “ r1 zr z2r . . . zL´1r sT.
Hence, the “splitting” of the Vandermonde vectors in A
leads to the PD (cf. (1)):
Y “
Rÿ
r“1
apLqr b a
pKq
r b cr , (16)
with matrix representation (cf. (3)):
Y “ rVec pY1q , . . . ,Vec pYMqs “ pApKq dApLqqCT, (17)
where ApKq “ rapKq1 . . . apKqR s P CKˆR and ApLq “
rapLq1 . . . apLqR s P CLˆR. Summarizing, the spatial smooth-
ing has increased the order of the data array by one.
b) Spatial smoothing to obtain factor matrices that have
full column rank: Consider again the factorization X “
ACT P CIˆM in which A P CIˆR is Vandermonde. We
now focus on cases where C P CMˆR does not have full
column rank. By combining the second and third mode
in (16), we obtain (cf. (17)):
Z “ ApKqpApLq d CqT, (18)
where Z is built according to zk,pl´1qL`m “ xk`l´1,m. In this
way one may obtain factor matrices ApKq and ApLq d C
that both have full column rank.
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3) Forward-Backward Averaging (FBA): If the generators
of the Vandermonde matrix A are located on the unit
circle (|zr| “ 1), then we can also make use of the FBA
procedure (e.g. [28]) to deal with rank deficiency. More
precisely, consider the factorization X “ ACT in which A
is Vandermonde with generators zr “ eiαr where αr P R,
@r P t1, . . . ,Ru. Then JIA˚ “ ADA in which DA “
D1
´”
z´pI´1q1 , z
´pI´1q
2 , . . . , z
´pI´1q
R
ı¯
. FBA now provides the
augmented factorization rX, JIX˚s “ ArCT,DACHs. In
short, FBA virtually doubles the amount of data samples
and the augmented matrix rCT,DACHsT may have full
column rank in cases where C has not. Generically, the
rank of rCT,DACHsT is minp2M,Rq while the rank of C
is only minpM,Rq, see for instance [40]. FBA has the
advantage over spatial smoothing that the expansion
of the matrix C is not compensated by a reduction of
the matrix A. If FBA does not suffice to handle the
rank deficiency, then it may be combined with spatial
smoothing.
III. Connections between 1D HR and CPD
The 1D HR problem has implicitly been solved via
CPD since the eighties [27], [29] and later on explicitly
in [33]. In this section we will elaborate on the links
between 1D HR and CPD. This will provide us with
an understanding of why the coupled CPD approach
introduced in section IV is a natural framework for
MHR.
Consider the 1D HR factorization
X “ ACT P CIˆM, (19)
where A P CIˆR is a Vandermonde matrix and where
C P CMˆR is an unstructured matrix with full column
rank. Note that since C has full column rank, the 1D HR
factorization of X is unique if and only if the generators
of A are distinct and I ą R, which is equivalent to
A having full column rank. The ’only if’ part of this
statement is obvious. Indeed, if zr “ zs for some r , s,
then the decomposition (19) is not unique. Likewise, if
I ď R, then any Vandermonde matrix V P CIˆR with I
distinct generators will yield an alternative factorization
X “ ACT “ VpV:ACTq. The ’if’ part can be understood
from the link with CPD, as will be discussed next.
A. From 1D HR to constrained CPD
The shift-invariance property (13) of A implies that
X “ ACT “ AD2pAqCT. Recall from Section II-A that X “
ACT and X “ AD2pAqCT can be seen as slice-wise matrix
representations of a PD, i.e., the 1D HR factorization (19)
can be seen as a constrained CPD of Y P C2ˆpI´1qˆM with
matrix representation Y P C2pI´1qˆM (cf. (3)):
Y “
„
X
X

“
„
A
AD2pAq

CT “ pAp2q dApI´1qqCT, (20)
where Ap2q “ “ 1 ¨¨¨ 1z1 ¨¨¨ zR ‰ P C2ˆR and ApI´1q “ A P CpI´1qˆR.
As explained in Section II-C, (20) is a spatially smoothed
variant of (19). In the notation of (17), we have K “ 2
and L “ I ´ 1, explaining the superscripts of Ap2q and
ApI´1q. Note that, if we take the form of Ap2q and the
Vandermonde structure of ApI´1q into account, (19) and
(20) are completely equivalent. In particular, the 1D
HR factorization (19) of X is unique if and only if the
constrained CPD (20) of Y is unique. In the following
paragraph we explain that the constraints can safely be
ignored.
B. From constrained CPD to ordinary (unconstrained) CPD
Due to the precise form of Y (which in turn exploits
the shift-invariance), the Vandermonde constraints can
be relaxed without affecting the uniqueness of the de-
composition. Indeed, Theorem II.3 states that, if kAp2q ě 2
and the matrices ApI´1q and C have full column rank,
then CPD (20) is unique, even without imposing that Ap2q
and ApI´1q are Vandermonde. Note that this condition
coincides with the 1D HR uniqueness condition, i.e.,
the Vandermonde generators are distinct if and only if
kAp2q ě 2, and A “ ApI´1q has full column rank. To
summarize, the 1D HR factorization of X is unique if
and only if the unconstrained CPD of Y unique.
C. CPD with a Vandermonde factor matrix
In Section IV it will become clear that existing MHR
uniqueness results (e.g. [16], [24], [22], [23]) can often be
explained in terms of a Vandermonde constrained CPD,
defined next. Consider the PD of X “ řRr“1 ar b br b cr P
CIˆJˆK in (1) where A is Vandermonde, which can be
interpreted as a 1D HR factorization with an additional
diversity. The fact that A is Vandermonde may increase
the minimal R in (1). This minimal value will be denoted
by rVDM pXq. If some of the factor matrices are Vander-
monde and R “ rVDM pXq, then (1) will be called a VDM-
CPD of X. In a VDM-CPD the scaling/counterscaling in-
determinacies do not involve the Vandermonde factors.
If at least one of the factor matrices has full column rank,
we may ignore the Vandermonde structure and establish
uniqueness via the CPD theorems in Section II-A. If none
of the factor matrices has full column rank, we may use
spatial smoothing to generate a PD in which at least one
factor matrix has full column rank. In particular, using
spatial smoothing and mode combination, as explained
Subsection II-C, the original Vandermonde constrained
PD can first be transformed into the matrix factorization
Z “ řRr“1papK1qr b brqpapL1qr b crq P CK1 JˆL1K subject to
K1 ` L1 “ I ` 1. Exploiting the shift-invariance of ApK1q
a second time yields the Vandermonde constrained PD
Y “ řRr“1` 1zr ˘ b papK1qr b brq b papL1qr b crq P C2ˆpK1´1qJˆL1K
with matrix representation
Ypnq “
„ pII b IJqZ
pII b IJqZ

“
´
Ap2q d pApK1q d Bq
¯
pApL1qdCqT,
(21)
where Ap2q “ “ 1 ¨¨¨ 1z1 ¨¨¨ zR ‰ P C2ˆR. We now have the
following variant of Theorem II.3.
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Theorem III.1. Consider the PD of X P CIˆJˆK in (1).
Assume that A is a Vandermonde with generators tzru. If
there exists a pair pK1,L1q subject to K1 ` L1 “ I ` 1 such
that $’&’%
ApL1q d C has full column rank,
ApK1q d B has full column rank,
zr , zs ,@r , s ,
(22)
then R “ rVDM pXq and the VDM-CPD of X is unique.
Generically2 condition (22) is satisfied if and only if
Q
R
J
U
`P
R
K
T ď I.
Note that if R ď K, then the generic condition in
Theorem III.1 simplifies to R ď pI ´ 1qJ “ p1 ´ 1I qIJ.
Using tools from algebraic geometry it can be verified
that a generic necessary uniqueness condition is that
the number of VDM-CPD parameters pJ` KqR does not
exceed the number of tensor entries IJK, implying that
R ď IJKJ`K “ p IJJ
K`1
qK must be satisfied. In other words, if
R ď K, then the generic condition R ď pI ´ 1qJ is both
necessary and sufficient. In cases where not necessarily
R ď K, the bound in Theorem III.1 can generically
be expressed as R ď minppK1 ´ 1qJ,L1Kq “ minpp1 ´
1
K1
qK1 J,L1Kq. An algebraic algorithm for computing the
CPD with a Vandermonde factor matrix was provided
in [37].
IV. New uniqueness conditions for MHR
It was recognized in [32] that N-dimensional HR prob-
lems can be formulated in terms of the constrained PD
of a tensor X P CI1ˆ¨¨¨ˆINˆM,
X “
Rÿ
r“1
ap1qr b ¨ ¨ ¨ b apNqr b cr , (23)
with Vandermonde factor matrices Apnq “
rapnq1 , . . . , apnqR s P CInˆR with apnqr “ r1, zr,n, z2r,n, . . . , zIn´1r,n sT
and unstructured C “ rc1, . . . , cRs P CMˆR, where M
is the number of snapshots and R is the number of
exponentials. In order to stress that Ap1q, . . . ,ApNq are all
Vandermonde, the Vandermonde constrained rank of X
will be denoted by rMHRpXq.
The PD of X in (23) has the following matrix repre-
sentation
X “ pAp1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ dApNqqCT P Cp
śN
n“1 InqˆM. (24)
Note that (24) is a MHR generalization of (19). The cases
where M “ 1 are referred to as single-snapshot problems
while the cases where M ą 1 are referred to as multiple
snapshot problems. The goal of MHR is to recover the
generators tzr,nu from the observed data tensor X.
In Subsection IV-A we first present a generic sufficient
and “almost necessary” uniqueness condition for MHR,
which will demonstrate that existing results do not
2A generic Vandermonde constrained (C)PD property is a property
that holds with probability one if the entries of the unstructured factor
matrices and the generators of the Vandermonde factor matrices are
randomly drawn from continuous distributions.
fully exploit the MHR structure. In Subsection IV-B we
will present a link between the MHR problem and the
coupled CPD. This will allow us to formulate necessary
and sufficient deterministic uniqueness conditions for
MHR. In several signal processing applications, such as
direction-of-arrival estimation, the generators are located
on the unit circle (|zr,n| “ 1). Subsection IV-C briefly
extends the results to this special but important case. In
particular, we explain that if C in (24) does not have full
column rank, then FBA may relax the presented MHR
uniqueness conditions.
A. Generic conditions for MHR uniqueness
Results from algebraic geometry imply that a neces-
sary condition for generic identifiability is that the total
number pN `MqR of MHR parameters in (23) does not
exceed the number of tensor entries pśNn“1 InqM, i.e.,
pN ` MqR ď pśNn“1 InqM ô R ď pśNn“1 InN
M`1
qM. Now let us
assume that C in (24) has full column rank, implying
that M ě R. Combination of these two inequalities
results in the necessary condition R ď śNn“1 In ´ N,
for the case M ě R. We now present a sufficient
generic condition that differs from this bound by at
most one. For the derivation of the generic uniqueness
condition for the MHR decomposition (24), we resort to
an algebraic geometry based tool for checking generic
uniqueness of structured matrix factorizations of the
form X “ MCT, in which the entries of the matrix M
can be parameterized by rational functions [11]. In our
MHR setting, we have M “ Ap1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ApNq, where
each entry mi1,...,iN “ zi1´1r,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ziN´1r,N is indeed a rational
function of the generators (actually it is a polynomial). In
situations where C generically has full column rank, the
decomposition of X is generically unique if the number
of rank-1 terms is bounded by R ď pN´pl´1 [11, Theorem
1], where pl is an upper bound on the number of variables
needed to parameterize the vector ap1qr b¨ ¨ ¨bapNqr , and pN
is a lower bound on the dimension of the vector space
spanned by the vectors in the set
ta1pz1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b aNpzNq | zn P C , 1 ď n ď Nu (25)
with anpznq “ r1 zn . . . zIn´1n sT. Clearly, pl “ N, i.e., pl can
be taken equal to the number of generators zr,1, . . . , zr,N.
In [16, Proposition 4] an example3 is given that implies
that the vectors in the set (25) span the entire pśNn“1 Inq-
dimensional space, i.e., pN “śNn“1 In. To summarize, the
MHR factorization (23) is generically unique if
R ď M and R ď
Nź
n“1
In ´N ´ 1 . (26)
3The example is the following. Let zr,n “ ei¨2pi¨p
śN´1
m“1 Imq
r´1
R de-
note the generator of the rth column of the Vandermonde matrix
Apnq P CInˆR. By letting R “ śNn“1 In, the matrix Ap1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ApNq P
Cp
śN
n“1 Inqˆp
śN
n“1 Inq is also Vandermonde with distinct generators
1, ei¨2pi 1R , . . . , ei¨2pi
R´1
R . This implies that the vectors in the set (25) span
the entire pśNn“1 Inq-dimensional space.
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Let us assume w.l.o.g. that I1 “ max1ďnďN In. The exist-
ing MHR uniqueness results (e.g. [16], [22], [23]) yield
the more restrictive condition R ď M and R ď p1 ´
1
I1
qśNn“1 In. Note that this is exactly the generic version
of condition (22), in which modes 2 to N of the PD
of X have been combined into a single factor matrix
(B “ Ap2q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ApNq). We will further elaborate in
Section IV-B. The gain in terms of identifiability is most
noticeable in cases where max1ďnďN In is small and the
number of tensor entries
śN
n“1 In is large.
B. Deterministic conditions for MHR uniqueness
1) MHR uniqueness in cases where C has full column
rank: Let us first consider multiple snapshot MHR cases
where C has full column rank (implying M ě R). Recall
that by capitalizing on the Vandermonde structure of
A in (19), spatial smoothing turns a 1D HR problem
into a CPD. We will do this for all N dimensions of the
MHR problem, overall obtaining a coupled CPD. More
precisely, using zln`kn´2n,r “ zln´1n,r zkn´1n,r , spatial smooth-
ing in the nth dimension produces the tensor Ypnq P
C
2ˆpˆn´1p“1 IpqˆpIn´1qˆpˆNq“n`1IqqˆM as follows
ypnqkn,i1,...,in´1,ln,in`1,...,iN ,m “ xi1,...,in´1,kn`ln´1,in`1,...,iN ,m
“
Rÿ
r“1
Nź
p“1,p,n
appqip,rz
kn´1
r,n z
ln´1
r,n cm,r ,
where kn P t1, 2u and ln P t1, . . . , In ´ 1u. The PD of Ypnq
has the following matrix representation
Ypnq “
´
Ap2,nq d Bpnq
¯
CT, (27)
where
Ap2,nq “ “ 1 ¨¨¨ 1z1,n ¨¨¨ zR,n ‰, (28)
Bpnq “ p
n´1ä
p“1
Appqq dApIn´1,nq d p
n´1ä
p“1
Appqq, (29)
in which ApIn´1,nq “ Apnqp1 : In ´ 1, :q.
Define the row-selection matrices
SpI1,...,INqpnq “ Iśn´1p“1 Ip b IIn b IśNq“n`1 Iq , (30)
S
pI1,...,INq
pnq “ Iśn´1
p“1 Ip
b IIn b IśNq“n`1 Iq , (31)
which delete the rows of X associated with the bottom
and upper row of Apnq, respectively. In the form of (20),
(27) can be expressed as:
Ypnq “
«
SpI1,...,INqpnq X
S
pI1,...,INq
pnq X
ff
“
´
Ap2,nq d Bpnq
¯
CT. (32)
A crucial observation is that the matrix C does not
depend on n. Consequently, if we consider all n P
t1, . . . ,Nu, then (32) represents a coupled decomposition
of the form (7). Each of the individual CPDs implements
the harmonic structure in the mode from which it has
been derived. Summarizing, coupled CPD provides a
natural framework for MHR that allows us to jointly
exploit the shift-invariance structure contained in all
Vandermonde matrices tApnqu. In particular, the MHR
factorization of X is unique if and only if the coupled
CPD of tYp1q, . . . ,YpNqu with factor matrices of the form
(28)–(29) is unique. A necessary and sufficient condition
is given in Theorem IV.1, which is an adaption of Theo-
rem II.4 to the MHR case. It makes use of a matrix that
we define for further use as
GpNq “
»———–
C2
´
Ap2,1q
¯
d C2
´
Bp1q
¯
...
C2
´
Ap2,Nq
¯
d C2
´
BpNq
¯
fiffiffiffifl . (33)
Theorem IV.1. Consider the PD of X P CI1ˆ¨¨¨ˆINˆM in (23)
where the factor matrices tApnqu are Vandermonde. Assume
that C has full column rank. Then rMHRpXq “ R and the
VDM-CPD of X is unique if and only if
GpNqdp2q “ 0ñ }d}0 ď 1 , (34)
where dp2q “ rd1d2, d1d3, . . . , dR´1dRsT P CC2R .
The only possible exceptions in which (34) does not hold
despite uniqueness of the VDM-CPD of X, involve a matrix
Ap2,nq that has at least one zero entry.4
Condition (34) can be hard to check in practice. On
the other hand, since the bound (26) yields a sufficient
generic uniqueness condition, we know that the neces-
sary and sufficient condition (34) must be generically
satisfied at least up to R ďśNn“1 In´N´1. Theorem IV.2
below provides an easy-to-check sufficient uniqueness
condition that follows from Theorem II.5. At a high level,
it works as follows. The conditions in Theorem IV.2
guarantee that the coupled CPD of tYp1q, . . . ,YpNqu is
unique, ignoring possible structure in the factor matrices
tAp2,nqu and tBpnqu. On the other hand, we know that
Ypnq can be decomposed as in (32), where Ap2,nq and Bpnq
happen to have the structure in (28) and (29), respec-
tively, n P t1, . . . ,Nu. Since there is no alternative uncon-
strained coupled CPD, a fortiori there is no alternative
constrained coupled CPD, and hence our MHR problem
has a unique solution. The “if” in Theorem IV.1 follows
in the same way. The “only if” in Theorem IV.1 is more
subtle. Let us assume by contradiction that Theorem IV.1
indicates that there is no uniqueness. A priori, a reason
could be that there exists an alternative coupled CPD of
tYp1q, . . . ,YpNqu in which at least one of the Bpnq does not
have the structure in (29). However, this possibility has
been ruled out (at least if Ap2,nq is structured as in (28))
by the construction of Ypnq in (32), which implements
the shift-invariance. The only remaining possible cause
of nonuniqueness is then that there exists an alternative
coupled CPD of tYp1q, . . . ,YpNqu in which at least one of
the Ap2,nq does not have the structure in (28). Because of
4Note that such a matrix Ap2,nq does not admit an associated VDM-
CPD of X, i.e. a decomposition that involves such a matrix Ap2,nq
cannot be interpreted as a solution of the MHR problem. As a result,
(34) may not be satisfied while the VDM-CPD of X is unique.
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trivial CPD indeterminacies, this can be reduced to the
situation in which Ap2,nq has at least one zero entry.
Theorem IV.2. Consider the PD of X P CI1ˆ¨¨¨ˆINˆM in (23)
where the factor matrices tApnqu are Vandermonde. If#
C in (24) has full column rank,
GpNq in (33) has full column rank,
(35)
then rMHRpXq “ R and the VDM-CPD of X is unique.
If one or more of the factor matrices Bp1q, . . . ,BpNq have
full column rank, then MHR uniqueness can also be
established via Theorem IV.3, which is an MHR adaption
of Theorem II.6.
Theorem IV.3. Consider the PD of X P CI1ˆ¨¨¨ˆINˆM in (23)
where the factor matrices tApnqu are Vandermonde. If there
exists a subset S Ď t1, . . . ,Nu such that$’&’%
C in (24) has full column rank, (36a)
Bpnq in (29) has full column rank, @n P S, (36b)
@r P t1, . . . ,Ru,@s P t1, . . . ,Ruzr, Dn P S : zr,n , zs,n, (36c)
then rMHRpXq “ R and the VDM-CPD of X is unique.
Unlike 1D HR (N “ 1) in the case of full column rank
C, for which it was explained in Section III that Bp1q “
ApI1´1q having full column rank and kAp2q ě 2 ô zr,1 ,
zs,1,@r , s are necessary and sufficient, conditions (36b)–
(36c) are not necessary for MHR (N ě 2) in the case of
full column rank C.
2) MHR uniqueness in cases where C does not have full
column rank: Using spatial smoothing in a preprocessing
step, Theorem IV.2 can be generalized to cases where
C does not have full column rank. This is for instance
relevant for single-snapshot MHR where M “ 1. By
spatial smoothing of X in (23), we can obtain a p2N`1qth-
order tensor XpK1,...,KNq P CK1ˆ¨¨¨ˆKNˆL1ˆ¨¨¨ˆLNˆM as follows
xpK1,...,KNqk1,...,kN ,l1,...,lN ,m “ xl1`k1´1,...,lN`kN´1,m
“
Rÿ
r“1
Nź
p“1
zkp´1r,p
Nź
q“1
zlq´1r,q cm,r,
where Kn ` Ln “ In ` 1. Combining the first N modes
and the last N ` 1 modes results in the pN ` 1qth-
order tensor XpK1,...,KNqSS P CK1ˆ¨¨¨ˆKNˆp
śN
n“1 LnqM with matrix
matrix representation XpK1,...,KNqSS P Cp
śN
n“1 Knqˆp
śN
n“1 LnqM:
XpK1,...,KNqSS “
`
ApK1,1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ dApKN ,Nq˘ CTSS, (37)
where ’SS’ stands for spatial smoothing, ApKn,nq “
Apnq p1 : Kn, :q P CKnˆR, and
CSS “ ApL1,1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ dApLN ,Nq d C , (38)
in which ApLn,nq “ Apnq p1 : Ln, :q P CLnˆR. The goal of the
spatial smoothing is to obtain a matrix CSS that has full
column rank. We can now substitute ApK1,1q, . . . ,ApKN ,Nq,
CSS in the uniqueness conditions obtained in the pre-
vious subsections. We explicitly formulate the variants
of two theorems that will be further discussed. The
spatially smoothed version of (32) is given by (cf. (21)):
YpnqSS “
«
SpK1,...,KNqpnq X
pK1,...,KNq
SS
S
pK1,...,KNq
pnq X
pK1,...,KNq
SS
ff
“
´
Ap2,nq d BpnqSS
¯
CTSS ,
(39)
where
BpnqSS “
n´1ä
p“1
ApKp,pq dApKn´1,nq d
Nä
p“n`1
ApKp,pq. (40)
In analogy with GpNq above, matrix GpNqSS is defined as
GpNqSS “
»———–
C2
´
Ap2,1q
¯
d C2
´
Bp1qSS
¯
...
C2
´
Ap2,Nq
¯
d C2
´
BpNqSS
¯
fiffiffiffifl P CpřNn“1 C2Jn qˆC2R .
(41)
Application of Theorem IV.2 to tYp1qSS , . . . ,YpNqSS u yields
Theorem IV.4 below, which is an extension of Theorem
IV.2 to cases where C does not have full column rank.
Theorem IV.4. Consider the PD of X P CI1ˆ¨¨¨ˆINˆM in (23)
where the factor matrices tApnqu are Vandermonde. If there
exist pairs tpKn,Lnqu subject to Kn ` Ln “ In ` 1 such that#
CSS in (38) has full column rank,
GpNqSS in (41) has full column rank,
(42)
then rMHRpXq “ R and the VDM-CPD of X is unique.
Similarly, we obtain the following spatially smoothed
version of Theorem IV.3. Note that the theorem also
extends Theorem III.1 to the MHR case.
Theorem IV.5. Consider the PD of X P CI1ˆ¨¨¨ˆINˆM in (23)
where the factor matrices tApnqu are Vandermonde. If there
exists a subset S Ď t1, . . . ,Nu and pairs tpKn,Lnqu subject to
Kn ` Ln “ In ` 1 such that$’&’%
CSS in (38) has full column rank, (43a)
BpnqSS in (40) has full column rank, @n P S, (43b)
@r P t1, . . . ,Ru,@s P t1, . . . ,Ruzr, Dn P S : zr,n , zs,n, (43c)
then rMHRpXq “ R and the VDM-CPD of X is unique.
C. Vandermonde matrices with unit norm generators
As explained in Section II-C, if the generators are
unit-norm, then FBA can be a (partial) alternative to
spatial smoothing for making sure that C has full column
rank. In the MHR case it is required that |zr,n| “ 1,
@r P t1, . . . ,Ru, @n P t1, . . . ,Nu. FBA in all modes yields
JśN
n“1 In
X˚ “ p
Nä
n“1
Apnqq `DAp1qDAp2q ¨ ¨ ¨DApNq˘CH, (44)
where DApnq “ D1
´”
z´pIn´1q1,n , z
´pIn´1q
2,n , . . . , z
´pIn´1q
R,n
ı¯
, n P
t1, . . . ,Nu and JśN
n“1 In
“ ÂNn“1 JIn . Concatenating X and
JśN
n“1 In
X˚ yields
pX “ ”X, JśN
n“1 In
X˚
ı
“ p
Nä
n“1
ApnqqCTFBA P Cp
śN
n“1 Inqˆ2M, (45)
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where CFBA “
“
CT,
`
DAp1qDAp2q ¨ ¨ ¨DApNq
˘
CH
‰T P C2MˆR.
We can now replace C by the larger matrix CFBA in all
the uniqueness conditions that have been obtained.
V. Discussion
A. Coupled CPD leads to relaxed MHR uniqueness condition
As indicated in Section IV-A, existing uniqueness re-
sults (e.g. [16], [22], [23]) essentially derive uniqueness
from the shift-invariance in a single mode and work
from there to obtain an overall result. More or less
explicitly, Theorem III.1 is instrumental for this. On the
other hand, the joint analysis yields relaxed conditions.
Here we demonstrate that Theorem IV.4 yields a more
relaxed uniqueness condition than Theorem III.1 does
when used for MHR. Let us first explain how MHR
uniqueness can be established via Theorem III.1. Note
that the factorization of each YpnqSS in (39), and given
by (39), corresponds to a matrix representation of a
Vandermonde constrained CPD. Assume that condition
(22) in Theorem III.1 is satisfied for YpnqSS in (39) for some
n P t1, . . . ,Nu. Then Ap2,nq, BpnqSS and CSS are unique and
CSS has full column rank. Since CSS has full column rank,
the matrices tAp2,nq,BpnqSS u can be uniquely determined via
YpnqSS pCTSSq: “ Ap2,nqdBpnqSS , @n P t1, . . . ,Nu, implying MHR
uniqueness.
We now explain that condition (22) in Theorem III.1
implies condition (42) in Theorem IV.4, i.e., (42) is more
relaxed than (22). Condition (22) implies that zr,n , zs,n,
@r , s, and that BpnqSS has full column rank. This is
equivalent to C2pAp2,nqq d C2pBpnqSS q having full column
rank. Indeed, since the generators of Ap2,nq are assumed
distinct, we know that C2pAp2,nqq is a row-vector with
only non-zero entries and since BpnqSS is assumed to
have full column rank we also know that C2pBpnqSS q has
full column rank [42]. This means that the submatrix
C2pAp2,nqqdC2pBpnqSS q of GpNqSS has full column rank, which
in turn implies that GpNqSS has full column rank. We
conclude that if condition (22) in Theorem III.1 is sat-
isfied for some n P t1, . . . ,Nu, then the condition (42)
in Theorem IV.4 is automatically satisfied. However, the
converse is not true. Likewise, the condition in Theorem
IV.5 is more relaxed than condition (22).
Note in particular that Theorems IV.4 and IV.5 do
not prevent that kAp1q “ kAp2q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ kApNq “ kC “
1, i.e., they can handle problems in which all factor
matrices contain collinear columns, i.e., in every mode
there are coinciding generators. On the other hand, since
C2
´
Ap2,nq
¯
“ rz2,n ´ z1,n, z3,n ´ z1,n, . . . , zR,n ´ zR´1,ns, it is
also clear that condition (42) requires that for every
r P t1, . . . ,Ru there exists at least one n P t1, . . . ,Nu
and s P t1, . . . ,Ru such that zr,n , zs,n. The fact that
generators are not allowed to coincide in all modes is not
a limitation of Theorem IV.4 but an obvious necessary
requirement for MHR uniqueness.
B. Efficiently checking the condition
Let us now explain how to efficiently check the con-
ditions in Theorem IV.4 (and in Theorem IV.2) when the
dimensions tI1, . . . , IN,Mu are large. Recall that GpNqSS P
Cp
řN
n“1 C2Jn qˆC2R in (41) has full column rank if and only if
GpNqHSS G
pNq
SS P CC
2
RˆC2R is nonsingular. We will exploit the
block-wise Khatri-Rao structure of GpNqSS in the compu-
tation of this product. Using the properties C2pAqH “
C2pAHq, C2pAqC2pBq “ C2pABq and pA d BqHpA d Bq “
pAHAq ˚ pBHBq we observe that
GpNqHSS G
pNq
SS
“
Nÿ
n“1
´
C2pAp2,nqqHC2pAp2,nqq
¯
˚
´
C2pBpnqSS qHC2pBpnqSS q
¯
“
Nÿ
n“1
D1pC2pAp2,nqqqC2pBpnqHSS BpnqSS qD1pC2pAp2,nq˚qq, (46)
where we also exploited that C2pAp2,nqq is a row-vector.
Using the identity pAdBqHpAdBq “ pAHAq ˚ pBHBq we
also note that BpnqHSS B
pnq
SS “ p˚Nm“1,m,nrApKm,mqq ˚ rApKn´1,nq,
in which rApm,nq “ Apm,nqHApm,nq. Due to the Vander-
monde structure of Apm,nq, the entries of the matrix
BpnqHSS B
pnq
SS can easily be determined as pBpnqHSS BpnqSS qi j “
1´px˚in x jnqKn
1´x˚in x jn
śN
m“1,m,np 1´px
˚
imx jmqpKm`1q
1´x˚imx jm
q. It is now clear that
checking if GpNqSS has full column rank can efficiently be
done by simply checking if GpNqHSS G
pNq
SS is nonsingular.
This is possible even for large dimensions tI1, . . . , IN,Mu.
In cases where R is very large, the construction of the
pC2RˆC2Rq matrix GpNqHSS GpNqSS can become time-consuming
as well. In such cases we may instead resort to (the
spatially smoothed version of) Theorem IV.3, which can
easily be checked for large R. The spatially smoothed
versions of conditions (36a) and (36b) can easily be
verified by simply checking the nonsingularity of the
pR ˆ Rq matrices CHSSCSS “ p˚Nn“1rApLn,nqq ˚ pCHCq and
BpnqHSS B
pnq
SS “ p˚Nm“1,m,nrApKm,mqq ˚ rApKn´1,nq, respectively.
Obviously Theorem IV.3 is more restrictive than Theo-
rem IV.4 since it requires the matrices BpnqSS in the spatially
smoothed version of condition (36b) to have full column
rank. However, Theorem IV.3 is more relaxed than The-
orem III.1 (i.e., MHR uniqueness results obtained via
Ypnq “ pAp2,nq d BpnqSS qCTSS for some n P t1, . . . ,Nu) since
it does not require a mode in which all generators are
distinct, as expressed by condition (36c).
C. Generic examples
In this section we compare i) the “almost necessary”
generic MHR condition (26), possibly in combination
with spatial smoothing, ii) the easy-to-check determinis-
tic MHR condition (35) in Theorem IV.2 (and its spatially
smoothed variant condition (42) in Theorem IV.4), and
iii) the generic version of the 1D HR condition (22) in
Theorem III.1. The examples will show that the MHR
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conditions are more relaxed than the 1D HR condition.
They will also show that there is little difference between
the generic implications of (26) and (35). As a first
comment, note that generically zr,n , zs,n,@r , s,@n P
t1, . . . ,Nu, such that there is no interest in considering
more than one value of n in Theorem IV.3. In other
words, generically Theorem IV.3 for MHR does not
improve upon Theorem III.1 for 1D HR. Condition (22) in
Theorem III.1 and condition (26) are readily available in
a generic form. However, for conditions (35) and (42) in
Theorems IV.2 and IV.4 no generic bounds are available.
We use the following tool to check for a number of
dimensionalities up to which values of R conditions (35)
and (42) are generically satisfied.
Lemma V.1. Let f : Cn Ñ C be an analytic function. If
there exists an element x P Cn such that f pxq , 0, then the
set t x | f pxq “ 0 u is of Lebesgue measure zero (e.g. [12]).
Recall that an IˆR matrix has full column rank R if it
has a non-vanishing RˆR minor. Since a minor is an an-
alytic function (namely, it is a multivariate polynomial),
Lemma V.1 can be used to verify whether the matrix
generically has full column rank. The lemma implies
that it suffices to numerically check condition (42) for
a matrix CSS and a matrix G
pNq
SS built from random
Vandermonde matrices tApnqu and a random matrix C.
1) 2D HR: Let us first compare Theorem IV.2 with
a result obtained in [16] for 2D HR (N “ 2) in which
M ě R. It was explained in [16] that 2D HR uniqueness
is generically guaranteed if I1I2 ´ minpI1, I2q ě R and
M ě R. This also encompasses the bounds obtained
in [22], [23]. Note that this condition is the generic
bound obtained from Theorem III.1. (In the context of
2D HR, the role of pA,B,Cq in Theorem III.1 is played
by pAp1q,Ap2q,Cq.)
Table I (left) indicates the maximum value of R for
which conditions (22), (26), (26) in combination with
spatial smoothing in cases where M “ 1 and (35)/(42)
generically guarantee uniqueness for 2D HR with 4 ď
I1, I2 ď 8 and R ď M. In the cases listed in Table I, (35)
relaxes the bound on R in (23) to I1I2 ´ 3 ě R. Note that
this generic bound is the 2D HR version of (26).
Table I (right) further considers single snapshot 2D
HR cases (M “ 1) in which 9 ď I1 “ I2 ď 11.
Here the choice of spatial smoothing parameters pK1,K2q
affects the bound. Consider the example pN, I1, I2,Mq “
p2, 9, 9, 1q. If we choose K1 “ 4 and K2 “ 6, then condition
(42) yields the upper bound R ď 21. On the other hand,
if we choose K1 “ K2 “ 5, then condition (42) relaxes the
upper bound to R ď 22. The table reports the bound for
the best choice of smoothing parameters.
2) 3D and 4D HR: Table II indicates the maximum
value of R for which conditions (22), (26) and (35)
generically guarantee uniqueness for different 3D and 4D
HR multiple snapshot configurations. The table reveals
that the relaxation on R, obtained via the coupled CPD
approach, can be quite substantial for HR problems of
order greater than two.
M 1 1
pI1, I2, I3q (5,5,5) (6,6,6)
Condition (22) without FBA 18 36
Condition (22) with FBA 27 48
Condition (26) with spatial smoothing and without FBA 27 40
Condition (26) with spatial smoothing and with FBA 36 54
Condition (42) without FBA 23 36
Condition (42) with FBA 31 54
TABLE III
Maximum value for R in (23) for which conditions (22), the spatially
smoothed version of (26) and (42), with/without FBA, generically
guarantee uniqueness for single snapshot 3D unit norm HR.
3) Unit norm generators: Let us now compare Theorem
IV.4 with results obtained in the literature for MHR
with unit norm generators [22], [23]. It was explained
in [22], [23] that uniqueness is generically guaranteed if
R ď minpp1 ´ 1K1 q
śN
n“1 Kn, 2M
śN
n“1 Lnq, where w.l.o.g.
it is assumed that K1 “ max1ďnďN Kn. Compared to
condition (22), the factor 2 is the result of FBA. In other
words, the bound is a generic variant of Theorem III.1 for
1D HR in combination with partial smoothing and FBA.
However, by simultaneously exploiting that all tApnqu
are Vandermonde, improved uniqueness conditions are
obtained in the coupled CPD framework.
Table III indicates the maximum value of R for which
conditions (22), (26) and (42) with/without FBA generi-
cally guarantee uniqueness for two different 3D HR unit
norm and single-snapshot configurations. It is clear that
FBA relaxes the bound on R.
VI. Conclusion
MHR is a basic problem in signal processing that
despite its importance, is not yet fully understood. We
made a connection between MHR and coupled CPD.
This led to new uniqueness conditions for MHR. We
retained two values of the number of multidimensional
harmonics where the transition from generically unique
to generically not unique necessarily takes place. We
obtained deterministic MHR uniqueness conditions that
in some cases are both necessary and sufficient, im-
plying that in some cases coupled CPD fully exploits
the MHR structure. We also presented deterministic
sufficient MHR conditions that are very relaxed and yet
easy to check. In the companion paper [39] we explain
that our approach also leads to a flexible ESPRIT-type
algorithm for MHR that supports multirate sampling.
Our exposition was limited to PD with Vandermonde
factor matrices. However, the results can be extended
to PD with generalized Vandermonde factor matrices
representing exponential polynomials [1], [5].
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